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AVALANCHE PREDICTION IMPROVEMENT
Fellowship activities
Nivology and avalanches training
Collaboration on:
• improvement of available information
for operative forecast
• development and validation of
snowpack simulation model
Monitoring and checking of avalanches operative 
prediction tools
Analysis of observation data quality
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TRAINING
1. Avalanches and mountain theoretical training; information, 
bibliography and Aemet territorial office in Aragón staff.
2. Practical training: avalanche and meteorological observers course 
(Benasque, January 31st – February 3rd 2012).
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Monitoring and checking of avalanch
operative prediction tools
Analysis of observation data quality
Collaboration on:
• improvement of available information for 
operative forecast
• development and validation of snowpack 
simulation model
Nivology and avalanches training
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1. Avalanche and mountain theoretical training; information, bibliography and 
Aemet territorial office in Aragón staff.
• Snow formation and evolution . Grain types
• Evaluation of avalanche release danger
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• Snow measurements: data and its format
– Nivomet reports - Nivomet Key:  219// 20000   10220   29040   70000 ….
– Snow profile - Stability test
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AVALANCH OPERATIVE PREDICTION TOOLS
1. Available software for the management and running of snow 
observation data in the operative enviroment. 
2. Evaluation of use possibilities and adaptation to Aemet needs. 
Fellowship activities
Nivology and avalanches training
Monitoring and checking of avalanch
operative prediction tools
Analysis of observation data quality
Collaboration on:
• improvement of available information for 
operative forecast
• development and validation of snowpack 
simulation model
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AVALANCH OPERATIVE PREDICTION TOOLS
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• Assessment of software possibilities of generating standard format data. 
• Warehousing and exchange formats for snowpack measurements data: snow pit and 
stability test.
• Graphical representation of snow profiles 
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2. Evaluation of use possibilities and adaptation to Aemet needs 
Software YETI ( AINEVA -Associazione Interregionale neve e valanghe-)
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• improvement of available information 
for operative forecast
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Monitoring and checking of avalanche 
operative prediction tools
Analysis of observation data quality
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1. Monitoring of the most important snow episodes in the Aragonese
and Navarre Pyrenees. Creation of database. 
2. Revision and checking of the NIMET reports data provided by the 
mountain shelters and ski resorts.
Analysis of observation data quality
Snow episodes database.
NIMET data.
Snow profile database Danger level compilation
OBSERVATION DATA
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1. Monitoring of the most important snow episodes in the Aragonese and Navarre 
Pyrenees.
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• Creation of a relevant snow episodes database to: 
o making seasonal reports editing easier. 
o providing study cases and patterns identification by technical staff.
• Prediction support as snow and meteorological episodes database to providing information about the 
snowpack evolution from the beginning of the season.
• Future expansion to the mountain areas with snow bulletin.
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2. Revision and checking of the NIMET reports data provided by the mountain shelters and 
ski resorts. 
• Variables evolution graphs: snowpack 
assessment
• Monthly and annual 
climatologic summaries 
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1. Generation of the stratigraphic profile from the snow pits of the 
current season. 
2. Study of the data from the snow profiles of this season and previous 
ones. 
3. Collaboration with the Pyrenaic Institute of Ecology of the University of 
Zaragoza (planned).
Analysis of observation data quality
Snow episodes database.
NIMET data
Snow profile database Danger level compilation
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1. Generation of the stratigraphic profile from the snow pits of the current season
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 Weekly reception of the snow 
pits made in the mountain 
shelters and ski resorts
 Generation of the stratigraphic
profile in an Excel spreadsheet 
 Participation in the study of the 
snowpack stability as support in 
the forecast of avalanches danger 
level
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2. Study of the data from the snow profiles of this season and previous ones. 
• Warehousing in a database. Future integration in the national database. 
• Study, applied to the Pyrenees, of the relationships between the analized variables and the crystal 
typology of the snowpack: climatology of the snowpack profiles.
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• Appearence frecuency of grain types in the snowpack. Distribution by months, slope orientation, 
steepness and altitude levels.  
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1. Compilation and analisys of the issued danger levels for the Aragonese
and Navarre Pyrenees in the period 2000-2010. 
2. Checking of the darnger levels issued in the last season and the 
current one.
Analysis of observation data quality
Snow episodes database.
NIMET data
Snow profile database Danger level compilation
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1. Compilation and analysis of the issued danger levels for the Aragonese and Navarre 
Pyrenees in the period 2000-2010. 
• Database “Nimet”, which was running until 2007.
• Occurrence statistics since 2000. 
• Possible participation in the program of issued danger levels comparison between neighbouring 
countries, which was proposed by Mètèo-France in the 16th Meeting of the EAWS (September 2011)
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• Checking of the concordance between issued danger levels and observed danger levels. 
• Tool for valuing the importance of problems like feedback between guides and avalanche forecasters 
or overpredictions. (some cases detected in previous seasons)
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DATOS DE OBSERVACIÓN
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